INSURANCE INVESTIGATIONS

Insurance-related cases such as disability claims, motor vehicle or work-related accidents and issues of
negligence can be costly and time-consuming. ICORP Investigators have a wealth of experience and the
extensive expertise needed to help you tackle these issues.

INSURANCE INVESTIGATION
SERVICES
SURVEILLANCE

WE KNOW IT IS CRITICAL TO HAVE ACCESS TO ALL CURRENT AND PAST INVESTIGATIONS
Our web-based case management system is designed to streamline the process of managing an
investigation. This provides our clients with “always-on” 24-hour access from any location; securely
view progress reports with streaming video and photographs to all ongoing and completed cases, and
submit new cases 24 hours a day.
According to the Coalition Against Insurance Fraud, fraud costs the insurance industry over $80 billion per year. It is critical that
every organization have all the facts before making decisions that can impact their financial well-being.

> Real-Time Video Footage
> Comprehensive Reports (including still
photographs)
> Verbal Mid-Day Updates
> Electronic Final Day Updates
> Experienced Investigators Prepared for
Litigation Testimony
SIU FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
> Accident Scene Investigations
> Statement Procurement
> “Alive and Well” Checks
> Suspicious and Fraud Investigations
> Evidence Retrieval

ICORP’S INSURANCE INVESTIGATIONS INCLUDE:
Real-Time Surveillance - Our experienced investigators maintain real-time surveillance utilizing highdefinition video and photography at a claimant’s residence and during their personal outings, as well as
all medical/legal appointments.
SIU Investigations - Our experienced investigations team are able to complete on-site investigations
for contributing factors, third party potential, canvass for and interview independent witnesses, locate
and procure surveillance system footage, and research the area to determine if any state and/or
compliance regulations apply.
Comprehensive Background & Social Media Reports - Having as much background information
about the claimant is important. Who are they? Do they have a criminal record? Have they done this
before? Are they a trustworthy individual?
You can learn a lot about a claimant with access to comprehensive investigation reports that allow you
to review his/her business and social media history, assets, criminal history, bankruptcy declarations,
and prior losses of a similar nature, or prior incidents involving a similar body part.
INSURANCE LINES
Personal and Commercial Auto, PIP/No Fault, Worker’s Compensation, General Liability
Short Term/Long Term Disability, Aviation/Locomotive/Watercraft

